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SUMMARY	
"	 I've been a musician for many years. 
Nowadays, I continue to find new mistakes I 
have been making while practicing my 
instrument. What happens is that the more time 
you play your instrument incorrectly, the more 
it will take you to correct it. That's why I have 
decided to give you some of the tips which I 
always share with my students, no matter what 
instrument they play. " 
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Are you just not seeing regular growth and improvement, regardless 
of the amount of time spent practicing? These 12 tips will help you 
overcome this road block and get you started back on your path 
towards success! 

1. Enjoy playing 

 
When I was a kid, I started playing the guitar by my own, and I found it very tough to see 
improvement in my playing. I felt no matter how much I would practice, there wouldn't be 
any progress. I remember the first time I had a guitar class with a close friend from my 
family, I asked him what would be his suggestion for me to become an excellent player. He 
said, ¨Put all your heart into it, it will be your passion, and one day you will realize 
everything you could harvest. ¨ It has been the best suggestion somebody shared with me 
so far, and it was beautiful. Now I love playing my guitar and from that day, I have not 
stopped playing it. Certainly, it is still my favorite activity and even now that it has become 
my job and responsibility, I do it every day because I enjoy it. I could not love my life today 
more than ever because I know I made the right decision of being a musician. Once I heard 
from someone else that it is insignificant to play a wrong note, but playing without passion 
is inexcusable. Thinking of it, you will always do what you do best because you love it, and 
therefore you want to do it, rather than something you are doing because you must, and 
you are accountable for doing it. Some of the very passionate like me would say that to 
study music is a must for life, because life would be pointless without music.  
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2. Always do your warm-ups 

 
First off, when it comes to improving the technique and preciseness, I think it is crucial to 
stretch out. I'm sure every single musician has sensed that after a very long practice, the 
fingers start lacking ability and they will feel very worn out and even strained. This is likely 
due to the abrupt movements one needs to do while playing very fast songs. To avoid this 
from happening, it is essential to hinder any injury or harm while playing by stretching 
before the start of practice. In addition, stretching out before playing will significantly 
increase the fingers' ability, since they will be already warmed up and they give the feeling 
to the musician of moving freely through the instrument. This also applies for 
percussionists, who need to heat up their bodies before starting practice, as well as for 
singers, who need to slowly warm up their voices to ensure they will not get a cyst. Thus, 
you will be able to practice much longer before being physically limited, and thereby highly 
reduce the frustration when playing very hard passages which need to be repeated over 
and over again. You will get to the point of knowing them by heart and being able of playing 
them mechanically, without even thinking about it.  
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3. Make sure your place is comfortable 

 
 Before getting started after doing the warm-ups, always make sure you are in the 
right place for your practice. This is very important, since you need to know that, 
as matter of fact, just like when studying, being at a comfortable place is something 
critical to take into consideration to improve one's playing. It will make a much 
better practice session when the room is fully ventilated, you have plenty of space 
where you can sit so that you can play freely, and you will not be distracted. It is 
always a great idea to have a particular spot where you play, and nothing and no 
one is distracting you so that you make sure you will be fully concentrated on your 
practice. 
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4. Play your instrument daily 

 
 I always tell my students that is better to play intelligently for a few minutes than 
playing incorrectly for many hours. However, I ask them to play on a daily basis, at 
least between one to two hours. Anyhow, as long as one is learning new things and 
lessons daily, you will notice that your practice time will be increasing 
exponentially since every day you will learn something new. Proactively practicing 
every day will thereby increase your skills dramatically. This will help you to 
develop a habit, meaning that after playing your instrument everyday, you will feel 
the need to grab it automatically. This has been shown by many relevant scientific 
studies which support it.  
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5. Have all your tools ready to start practicing with no interruptions 

 
 It is also crucial to have all the tools nearby to avoid losing and wasting valuable 
practice to get up and look for all the things one needs and will use while playing. 
Some relevant studies have shown that when you get distracted from doing a task, 
usually to get back to it fully concentrated takes approximately 20 - 25 minutes, 
which is definitely a long time. Therefore, this will be something that will help you 
to remain focused in keep on practicing, and will not let you get distracted easily.  
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6. Use your metronome to improve your timing. 

 

 I strongly recommend to my students use a metronome, although there are a few people 
who do not like it, and are entirely against it since they think is a tool which does not allow 
them to play freely. I consider this is due to their lack of alertness to feel where the beat is 
in the piece, and most likely, for them to play at a steady tempo is very tough. My opinion 
is that the metronome has the capability of helping you develop an ability to feel the beat 
actively in every single musical piece. The metronome will be a great aid when you are 
playing very fast parts like an allegro. Its primary purpose is to lead you through the path 
to playing it correctly. First playing slowly, then being able to play clearly with a clean 
sound at a slower pace, you can start increasing the beats per minute subsequently, thus 
making sure you will be able to notice about every improvement you have achieved so far, 
instead of doing it in an untidy way. To practice untidily will lead you to start making the 
same mistakes over and over, since you will not be able to determine whether you are 
doing it better than the last time and you need to slow down, or you are ready and you can 
start doing it a bit faster. This is a very common error that most of the beginners make, 
only reinforcing the mistakes making them very hard to correct. That is the reason why it 
is very important to practice appropriately since at the beginning of learning a piece, bad 
habit prevention must be considered. I emphasize a lot on the metronome's usage 
inasmuch as it was one of the tools that helped me the most to improve my skills. When I 
just started studying music, the metronome was not my closest friend, and this is 
something I quite regret.  
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7. Make sure you are always using the proper tools 

 
 Besides the metronome, the importance to play in a right tune is critical to 
providing an excellent musical performance. If the instrument is playing is out of 
tune, the music would not even make sense, and it would be as though something 
was out of place. Precisely that is why I highly recommend using a tuner to ensure 
before playing everything is set, and will not become a waste of time to tune up in 
the middle of the practice, or even worse in the midst of a concert. It is good to 
make a habit of tuning up prior any rehearsal or presentation in order to provide 
the first impression of professionalism. 
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8. Do not worry! Leave the stress behind 

 
 Another aspect I think affected very much when I just started out playing, was that 
I worried too much to achieve success. Many musicians forget that when it comes 
to playing an instrument is essential to be not only physically prepared but 
mentally ready as well. It is not a big secret that the frustration is something which 
is always present and totally involved with the music, and when you are so 
stressed, most likely you are not giving 100% of your attention to what you are 
practicing. Worrying too much about future performances which are coming can 
be a serious problem and very distracting. One tip to reduce the anxiety, is to leave 
behind those thoughts by acknowledging they will not be helpful at the moment. 
This will help you to ignore the worthless thoughts.  
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9. Set your goals 

 
One of the most important suggestions I give to my students as well, is to set short 
term, mid-term, and long term goals. This is always very effective since it gives you 
a target to keep on playing until you have achieved the goal you were looking for, 
allowing you to be proud of each step of improvement, and thereby boosting your 
confidence to keep on enhancing and putting new more challenging goals to 
improve your technique. This will certainly encourage you to play your instrument 
and more importantly will reduce the frustration the musicians face on a daily 
basis. *See Tip 11 with Goal Setting. 
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10. Challenge yourself with harder conditions 

 
 Challenge yourself physically, especially when you are struggling with something 
you find very rough to overcome. It is scientifically proven that when adding a more 
physical challenge to the difficult task, such as playing standing up with only one 
leg, or while walking, your brain will likely start carving out new neural pathways, 
converting the new task much easier when going back doing it in a conventional 
way.  
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BONUS: 11. Record yourself and your improvement 

 
Document your practice. It takes certain time to adapt to it, nevertheless recording 
yourself practicing can provide a world of helpful insight. This will help you to be 
objective judging your own improvement. It is hard to determine the mistakes one 
makes while playing since sometimes one is sufficiently concentrated and 
sometimes very excited when playing something you like, that it becomes quite 
tough to be able to notice if one is playing correctly or not. There are many times 
when this forces us to fall in the common mistake of either slowing down or 
speeding up at certain sections, and will definitely not sound good for the listeners 
to find the musician(s) who are playing out of place. 
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12. Write down your compositions and practice them in your mind 

 
 Something that might be really helpful is to practice even without your instrument. 
That is why I suggest to my students to write down their compositions, or the songs 
they might want to learn, so that whenever they have some free time, they will be 
able to at least read them silently and visualize the motion they would need to make 
as though they were playing with their instrument, but in their mind. Believe it or 
not, throughout all the years that I have been playing, it's been of great help to me 
to do this. I realize as soon as I grab my instrument that practicing without it, will 
be almost as I had grabbed my instrument and played it.  

~ Thanks for Reading ~ 

If you have any questions or need help, please feel welcome to contact us at: 

ask@tempibrand.com 


